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1. INTRODUCTION

Building software that is able to continuously improve itself automatically is a common goal in artificial intelligence, software engineering, and other areas of computer science, including, more recently, autonomic systems and organic computing. The dream is to bring to computers the ability to constantly seek to learn and adapt, driven by a concrete purpose and motivation coming from the interaction with the real world [51]. This is also meant to automate a large number of processes in computer systems, reducing human intervention while improving the system’s performance and its robustness, reducing costs related to design and management.

Efforts in this direction follow a top-down or a bottom-up approach: Top-down approaches attempt to automate the reasoning process used in software engineering and design, from user requirements down to the code implementation. These include automatic program and protocol synthesis from specifications [36, 47] and more recently, derivation of policy rules from high-level representations closer to natural language [67, 62]. Bottom-up approaches look at how higher-level software functionality would emerge from lower-level interactions among simpler system units. Artificial Life (ALife), Evolutionary Computation, Swarm Intelligence, Amorphous Computing and other areas focus on such bottom-up approach.

While the top-down approach seeks a formal model of software construction by humans, the bottom-up approach is essentially biologically-inspired. Even the most elementary life forms possess a level of robustness and adaptation far beyond current artificial systems, therefore it seems worthwhile to learn from biology in order to draw inspiration for the design of new systems.

In this paper we provide a survey of bio-inspired approaches to such bottom-up creation of software functionality. Our focus is on dynamic, online processes where evolution and adaptation must happen continuously, during the operation of the system, as opposed to offline, design-time optimization approaches. We investigate the potential of bio-inspired algorithms to obtain systems that are able to continuously pursue an optimum operation point without ever stopping. Such online optimization process involves the ability to self-organize into structures at multiple scales, analogous to cells, multicellular organisms, up to artificial ecosystems of interacting parts. Particular attention will be devoted to distributed systems, where extra challenges arise due to the need of working with partial (and in many cases...
delayed) information.

Numerous bio-inspired systems are available. A classification was proposed in [55], which positions them in a 3-D space defined by three axes; related to evolution of functionality, structural growth, and learning ability, respectively. We focus on the first two axes, represented mainly by evolutionary computation and developmental approaches related to embryology.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we position our context within the POE (Phylogenesis, Ontogeny, Epigenesis) framework introduced in [55]. In Sec. 3 we review the state-of-the-art in evolutionary computation with focus on online and dynamic environments. In Sec. 4 we present the main research lines inspired by embryology: embryonics and artificial embryogenies. Sec. 5 presents a critical discussion on the possible combination of the aforementioned approaches. Sec. 6 discusses possible research directions on embryonic software systems. Sec. 7 concludes the chapter pointing out possible applications to the automated generation and optimization of software in the context of autonomic computing and communications.

2. CONTEXT: THE PO-PLANE

A classification of bio-inspired systems was proposed in [55], positioning them in a 3-D space defined by three orthogonal axes: Phylogeny (P), Ontogeny (O), and Epigenesis (E), forming the POE framework. Although it was proposed more than ten years ago for hardware, its concepts remain valid today, and apply to software as well. We focus on two of the three axes, namely Phylogeny and Ontogeny, resulting in what we refer to as the PO-Plane. The third axis from the original POE framework is related to learning, and covers techniques such as artificial neural networks and artificial immune systems, which are outside the scope of the present survey. The two remaining axes are defined as follows:

- **Phylogeny** or **phylogenesis** is the process of genetic evolution of species. Phylogenetic mechanisms are essentially non-deterministic, with mutation and recombination as major variation triggers. Artificial systems along this axis perform Artificial Evolution (AE) either in hardware (Evolvable Hardware) or in software (Evolutionary Computation). The latter will be described in Section 3.

- **Ontogeny** or **ontogenesis** is the process of growth and development of a multicellular organism from the fertilized egg to its mature form. Ontogeny is studied in developmental biology, which covers the genetic control mechanisms of cell growth, differentiation and morphogenesis. Artificial systems here go from simple replicators and self-reproducing systems to embryonics (mostly in hardware) and artificial embryogeny (mostly in software). These will be described in Section 4.

The POE classification is represented in Fig. 1, where some of the techniques which will be treated in this paper are positioned on the PO-Plane. As predicted in [55], today combinations of phylogenetic and ontogenetic approaches, forming the so-called PO-Plane, are becoming more and more common. On the one hand, an indirect encoding followed by a developmental process has shown to increase the scalability of evolutionary computing for complex problems [23]. On the other hand, evolution enhances embryogeny systems with the potential of finding new solutions that were not preprogrammed. We conjecture that a combination of both is probably also essential to achieve the goal of online dynamic optimization, which is the focus of the present paper: due to its highly non-deterministic nature, evolution alone would be too slow or insufficient to achieve this goal, while ontogenetic processes alone would lack the creation potential necessary to face new situations in a dynamic online environment. The potential of such combined PO-Plane approaches will be discussed in Section 5.

3. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION

*Evolutionary Computation* (EC) [23, 20] derives optimization algorithms inspired by biological evolution principles such as genetics and natural selection. *Evolutionary Algorithms* (EAs) are meta-heuristics that can be applied to a variety of search and optimization problems. Existing EAs include: *Genetic Algorithms* (GAs), *Genetic Programming* (GP), *Evolutionary Programming* (EP) and *Evolution Strategies* (ES). They all model candidate solutions as a population of individuals with a genotype that is iteratively transformed, evaluated against a given fitness criterion, and selected according to the “survival of the fittest” principle, until an optimal solution is found. The difference among them lies in the way candidate solutions are represented, and on the search operators applied to obtain new solutions.

Recently, these existing iterative approaches are referred to as **Artificial Evolution** (AE) [8], in which biology concepts are applied in a very simplified way. In [8] the authors propose a new term **Computational Evolution** (CE) to reflect a new generation of bio-inspired computing [65] that builds upon new knowledge from biology and increased synergies between biologists and computer scientists. AE is largely based on the so-called “Central Dogma of Artificial Evolution”, analogous to the “central dogma” of biology, in which information flows unidirectionally from
DNA to proteins. This dogma is known today to be an over-simplification of reality. In CE, instead, one looks at the complex interactions that occur within the cell and beyond, such as genetic regulation and various other regulatory mechanisms in the cell, the effects of interactions with the environment, symbiosis and competition in artificial ecosystems, and other highly dynamic processes which occur in many real-life problems. CE is of particular interest in online dynamic scenarios which are the focus of this survey. Note that there is no clear-cut border between AE and CE, but rather a gradual transition. For instance, the combination of phylogenetic and ontogenetic mechanisms positioned on the PO-Plane can be seen as a movement in the CE direction.

3.1 Genetic Algorithms

In a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [27] candidate solutions are represented as a population of individuals whose genotype is a string of solution elements (bits, characters, symbols, etc.). Strings typically have a fixed or bounded length, such that the size of the search space can be constrained. The goal of a GA is to find the optimum value of such string that optimises a given fitness criterion. An initial population of candidate strings is generated and evaluated against the fitness criterion. An intermediate population is created by choosing, usually with a probability which depends on the respective fitness level (through mechanisms such as, e.g., roulette wheel selection and tournament selection) a set of potentially promising genotypes. Elements from such intermediate population are then used to generate, by applying genetic operators such as cross-over and mutation, the next generation.

GAs have been successfully applied to a variety of problems in science and engineering, and turn out to work well in many situations. The level of performance offered by GA depends on the particular fitness landscape of the problem to be optimized. In particular, GAs are known to work well in the case of rather smooth fitness landscape. GAs have been designed to work offline and in a centralized manner. In particular, they require the ability to evaluate synchronously and exactly the fitness level of all genotypes in the current population. Further, GAs are not meant for online evolution, as they typically stop once the optimal solution is found.

3.2 Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming (GP) [29, 10, 32] applies the GA idea to evolve computer programs automatically. A GP algorithm is essentially the same as a GA, but the candidate solutions encode computer programs, such that they can solve all instances of a problem, instead of optimizing for a particular instance as in GA.

GP typically evolves programs encoded in a linear (similar to assembly language) or tree representation (similar to functional languages such as LISP). Other representations are also possible, such as graphs [46, 39], finite state machines [3, 54, 53], neural networks [40], and more recently, chemical programs [37, 70].

When solving a problem by GP, one generally does not know the maximum size of the target solution program. Therefore, the genotype representation in GP generally allows for variable-length programs with unbounded size. The size of the search space in this case is infinite, so programs can in principle grow indefinitely. The bloat phenomenon was discovered early in the GP history, and refers to the fact that programs evolved by GP (especially tree-based GP) tend indeed to grow very large, with obvious shortcomings in terms of memory usage and execution efficiency. The bloat phenomenon is generally accompanied by an intron growth phenomenon, in which non-coding regions emerge, that have no effect on the program outcome. Although some authors pointed out that this phenomenon may also have positive effects, such as some protection against destructive crossover, it was mandatory to control code growth. Several methods were proposed for this purpose, such as parsimony pressure [34].

Recently, special attention has been devoted to indirect representations in which a genotype encoding is mapped onto a different phenotype representation. The goal is make GP solutions scale to complex problems without corresponding growth in program size. Indirect encodings may also provide additional robustness and evolvability, via redundant representations in which one phenotype may be expressed by more than one genotype, and via neutrality in representations, in which mutations in the genotype do not immediately affect the corresponding phenotype. This is especially important for online evolution, as will be discussed in Section 3.6.

Most GP approaches can be placed along the “P” axis in the POE framework (Fig. 1). Some indirect encodings include a growth process which positions them on the PO-plane. An example is an Artificial Embryogeny, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.

3.3 Evolution in Dynamic Environments

EC techniques have been widely used for solving optimization problems in dynamic environments, in which the problem instance or the constraints may vary over time [28]. The aim is to introduce mechanisms able to “track” the optimal solution. This field is referred to as Evolutionary Computation for Dynamic Optimization Problems (EvoDOP). EC provides a natural framework for dynamic optimization, in that natural evolution is a continuous process. Most approaches in EC for dynamic optimization are based on the assumption that the changes in the problem settings are gradual, such that the previous population can be reused to search for the new optimum, without having to restart from scratch.

One of the main problems in EvoDOP is premature convergence: the population quickly converges to the optimum and tends to become very uniform, i.e. all solutions resemble the best one. In a static environment this is not an issue, since one can stop searching once a satisfactory solution is found. In a dynamic environment, premature convergence hinders the ability to search for new solutions. Proposed solutions for this problem include:

- Generate diversity after a change, e.g. through Hypermutation, i.e. artificially high mutation rates in response to a change [17].
- Maintain diversity throughout the run, e.g. through random immigrants, individuals that move between subpopulations [71].
- Explicit memory: previously good solutions are stored in memory, and retrieved when the system encounters a previous situation for which the solution applied.
Implicit memory: usually takes the form of a redundant representation such as diploid or polyploid individuals with a dominance mechanism. In nature, many organisms have diploid cells in which chromosomes occur in pairs, one coming from each parent. Some species are polyploid (e.g. some plants), with several pairs of homologous chromosomes. In their artificial counterpart, multiple alternative solutions occur in a genotype, and a dominance mechanism decides which one is actually used (expressed). The solutions that are not expressed remain “dormant” as a form of memory, potentially to be reactivated later when the conditions become favorable. However it is difficult to exploit such memory, due to the lack of explicit correlation between the expressed solution, the conditions of the environment at that time, and the obtained fitness.

Multi-population: Different subpopulations are spawned from a main population and assigned a subspace in which to track local optima. Several different promising subspaces can then be explored simultaneously.

Anticipation and prediction: These are recent methods that attempt to predict the consequences of current decisions on the future of the system, such that informed decisions can be taken which will lead to improved results with high probability [13].

Although much has been done in EvoDOP in the GA domain, little has been explored in the GP domain. In [72] the evolvability of programs under environmental variations is studied. The author shows that neutrality (in that context, different programs with the same fitness) plays a key role in ensuring evolvability under changing conditions. In [16] the authors show a multi-chromosome approach to GP based on Prolog programs. Multi-chromosomal GP is a polyploidy mechanism, thus a variant of implicit memory, which has been shown to achieve only mitigated results in EvoDOP. Indeed, the approach [16] is not applied to a dynamic environment. In nature, however, polyploidy mechanisms are extremely helpful, therefore it would be interesting to see how to improve the analogous artificial mechanisms to achieve comparable performance. Another interesting research line would be to bring the most promising EvoDOP approaches to the GP domain, namely multi-population and anticipation.

EvoDOP is especially important for autonomic systems, where evolution must face online changing conditions. Applying these techniques to distributed systems involves several challenges, such as: devise reliable decentralized ways to measure diversity across several nodes; coordinate subpopulations; distribute implicit or explicit memory.

3.4 Self-Replication and Self-Reproduction

Much attention has been paid in EC on self-replicating and self-reproducing code. Although in many cases replication and reproduction are treated as synonymous, we adopt the distinction proposed in [55]: Replication is an ontogenetic, developmental process, involving no genetic operators, resulting in an exact duplicate of the parent organism. Reproduction, on the other hand, is a phylogenetic (evolutionary) process, involving genetic operators such as crossover and mutation, thereby giving rise to variety and ultimately to evolution.

The study of self-replicating software can be traced back to the pioneering work of John von Neumann in the late 40s on self-replicating automata. He set the basis for a mathematically rigorous study of self-replicating artificial machines based on cellular automata. Since then, several examples of self-replicating machines have been shown and elaborated [24]. Such machines are able to produce an identical copy of themselves, which means that the copy must also contain the part of the code that is able to produce a further copy of itself. Errors in the replication process are usually not allowed, and recovery from copy errors are thus in general not provided.

Self-reproducing code, on the other hand, involves a variation mechanism by which the new individual is not an exact copy of its parent. Self-reproduction thus requires some form of self-modification, which will be discussed below. Moreover it must include resilience to harmful replication errors in the form of a self-repair mechanism, or a selection mechanism able to detect and discard harmful code.

3.5 Self-Modifying Code

In a system that is required to constantly evolve and adapt, the ability to automatically modify or update its own code parts is essential. Since reliable and secure self-modification of software is still an open issue, self-modifying code has been banished from good practice software engineering.

However, self-modifying code plays a key role in EC and ALife. In the case of EC, only the best programs which have been thoroughly tested via multiple fitness cases can be safely used. In the case of Digital Evolution in ALife [38], programs are “digital organisms” which must survive in a virtual world, where their operations do not present any risk for the end user. Programs in the Avida system [38] run on top of a virtual CPU which executes instructions from an assembly-like language that manipulates the virtual machines’ memory locations, registers, and stacks. Programs in such language are easily self-modifiable: one can write on memory positions that include the own memory location of the code. Moreover, the instruction set is designed in a way that any arbitrary mutation results in a valid program. For instance, memory locations are addressed by pattern matching as opposed to absolute or relative address positions. Instructions have no explicit arguments, using the adjacent instructions as arguments when needed. Avida has shown to evolve programs in several domains, including modelling of biological systems, distributed algorithms, and more recently, sensor networks, mobile devices, and model-driven development [38].

In the GP context, the Push family of programming languages [56] is designed for a stack-based virtual machine in which code can be pushed to a stack and therefore be manipulated as data. A variant of Push was used in Autoconstructive Evolution [57], where individuals take care of their own reproduction, and the reproduction mechanism itself can evolve (showing self-modification at the level of reproduction strategies). Recently [56], an enhancement of the language permitting the explicit manipulation of an execution stack has been introduced. It has been shown to evolve iterative and recursive function which are non-trivial to be evolved in GP.

Ontogenetic Programming [59] is a developmental approach to GP in which the generated programs include self-
Neutrality occurs when small mutations in the genotype are likely not to affect the fitness of the corresponding individual. Such “silent” mutations, which modify the genotype while leaving the fitness unchanged, are called neutral mutations. Since the resulting changes are not subject to selection, their immediate impact is invisible. At first sight, they slow down evolution. However, over the long run, as neutral mutations accumulate, some genotypes may end up being more easily transformed and can become more robust to disruptions due to alternative execution paths enabled by a chemical language can express programs that can be parallelized by silencing certain genotypic combinations and explicitly activating them only when they lead to beneficial phenotypic traits. The authors show a 2-fold improvement in computational effort with respect to GP, on a predator-prey pursuit problem. Although in this approach a potentially large number of phenotypes can be expressed from a single genotype, this apparent increase in complexity is misleading, since all phenotypes are subsets of the original genotype.

3.8 Chemical Computing

Chemical computing models [6, 15, 43, 19] express computations as chemical reactions that consume and produce computation objects (data or code). Objects are represented as elements in a multiset, an unordered set within which elements may occur more than once.

We believe that chemical models have a great potential for the class of online dynamic software optimization problems that we are addressing. This is due to their inherent parallelism and multiset model, which permits several copies of instructions to be present simultaneously. We conjecture that a chemical language can express programs that can be more easily transformed and can become more robust to disruptions due to alternative execution paths enabled by a multiset model.

In this section we discuss some work in evolving programs using a chemical representation, which presents a new challenge for GP.

An Algorithmic Chemistry [9, 68] expresses algorithms as multisets of instructions in a reaction vessel in which instructions are executed in random order. In [9] the power of GP applied to an algorithmic chemistry on evolving solutions to specific problems is shown. The authors point out the importance of the concentration of instructions, rather than their sequence. They start from a nearly unpredictable system in which execution of instructions at a random order leads to a random program output. This system is set to evolve by GP, including crossover and mutation of instructions placed in registers. After some generations, some order can be observed, and at the end of the evolutionary process a highly reproducible output is obtained, in spite of...
the random execution order.

The emergence of evolution in a chemical computing system is investigated in [37], using organization theory. Artificial biochemical signaling networks are evolved in [18] to compute several mathematical functions, using an evolutionary computation method based on asexual reproduction and mutations. Although the networks evolved in [18] show computational capacity, it does not seem trivial to extend their capabilities from mathematical functions to generic software actions.

With such chemical systems it becomes possible to quantitatively regulate the behaviour of programs for evolution or adaptation purposes. An example of that is Chorus [5], a grammar-based GP system which uses a concentration table to keep track of concentrations of rules in the system. The rule with the highest concentration is picked for execution. The purpose is to obtain a system in which the absolute position of a gene (encoding a grammar rule number) does not matter. Such a system is then more resilient to genetic operations. In [69] we have proposed a code regulation system based on the control of the concentration of signals that activate or inhibit the expression of given genotypes according to their fitness. While [5] chooses the rule with the highest concentration, in [69] the choice is probabilistic: the chance of a variant being picked for execution is proportional to the concentration of its expression signals. While [69] is explicitly intended for online problems, to the best of our knowledge [5] has not been applied in this context.

4. EMBRYOLOGY

Embryology, in general, is a branch of developmental biology focusing on embryogeny, i.e., the process by which the embryo is formed and develops, from fertilization to mitotic divisions and cellular differentiation. The ability of embryos to generate complexity starting from a basic entity has generated a lot of attention in the computing field, since the embryo is formed and develops, from fertilization to mitotic divisions and cellular differentiation, such that relatively embryonics are based on the following two principles:

- Each cell (understood as the smallest indivisible building block of the system) contains the whole genome, i.e., has the complete set of rules necessary for the organism to work. Evolutionary computation methods are applied to each possible fault configuration to perform a repair. Such flexibility to switch functionality adds another level of robustness, as now not only cells with identical functionality can be used as backup or template to repair a failure, but also other cells with different functionalities can be used to recreate a lost one. In evolvable hardware, functionality is mainly expressed by the state of a cell (e.g. in the form of a configuration register). A self-replication mechanism is also supported, in order to enhance robustness in the case of massive faults. Any of the cell tends indeed to replicate to spare cells, if any is found present. In this way, the whole organism can replicate in a different portion of the system whenever necessary. The Embryonics approach does not encompass any evolutionary aspect. Therefore, in terms of the classification introduced in Sec. 2, we can position it as a pure ontogenetic approach.

4.2 Artificial Embryogeny

Artificial Embryogeny [60] is a branch of Evolutionary Computation (EC) in which compact genotypes are expressed into phenotypes that go through a developmental phase that may cause them to differentiate to perform specific functions. Indeed, researchers have recognized that “conventional” EC techniques (like GA, GP) result in poorly scalable designs, while at the same time resulting in a large overhead, due to the need of maintaining a large number of spare rows/columns. The systems devised in embryonics are based on the following two principles:

- The system possesses self-organizing properties. Each cell monitors its neighborhood and, upon detection of a faulty component, can return to the stem cell state and differentiate into another type of cell to repair the fault. Some works have proposed to use solutions inspired by the mammalian immune system to implement this second functionality [14]. This step involves the availability of “spare” cells, which provide resources necessary to replace the faulty component.

The main difference between the embryonics approach to fault tolerance and classical approaches is that classical fault tolerance techniques tend to focus on simple replication as a way to achieve redundancy that can be used to recover from failures. In embryonics the information stored in neighboring cells that might have differentiated to perform other functions may be used to recreate a lost functionality by re-expressing the corresponding genes that may be dormant in other cells. Such flexibility to switch functionality adds another level of robustness, as now not only cells with identical functionality can be used as backup or template to repair a failure, but also other cells with different functionalities can be used to recreate a lost one. In evolvable hardware, functionality is mainly expressed by the state of a cell (e.g. in the form of a configuration register). A self-replication mechanism is also supported, in order to enhance robustness in the case of massive faults. Any of the cell tends indeed to replicate to spare cells, if any is found present. In this way, the whole organism can replicate in a different portion of the system whenever necessary.
the size of the genotype representing possible solutions in the search space turns out to grow fast as the complexity of the organism/behaviour to be optimized grows. One solution studied in such approach has been to add one more level of abstraction. In such case, the genotype does not code the solution itself, but it codes recipes for building solutions (i.e., phenotypes). In this way, a genotype change does not imply a direct change in the solution, but in the way solutions are decoded from the genotype and further grown from an initial “seed” (the embryo).

In the case of GP, such indirect genotype encodings play an important role in obtaining viable individuals (i.e., syntactically correct programs suitable to be executed) via genetic transformations such as crossover and mutation. Approaches in the GP area are classified according to the genotype representation and decoding: generative or grammar-based, and ontogenetic GP [23]. In the first case, the genotype is a grammar that comprises a set of rewriting rules which are applied until a complete phenotype is obtained. A prominent example in the GP area is Grammatical Evolution [41]. Since grammar production rules are applied to obtain the program, the derived program is syntactically correct by construction. In the second case, the genotype contains a set of instructions/transformations which are applied repeatedly on an embryonic entity to obtain a full organism. An example of the second case is Ontogenetic Programming [59] (see Section 3.5), which produces self-modifying programs that are highly adaptive.

Note that although grammatical evolution is an indirect encoding approach, it is not performing embryogeny per se, as the generated individuals do not necessarily continue to develop after the phenotype is expressed. One could imagine a grammar to express self-modifying programs (for instance, a grammar that encodes for the stack-based linear programs in [59, 58]) such that grammatical evolution then becomes part of the full cycle of evolution, gene expression, development and adaptation. However this is orthogonal to the developmental process implied in artificial embryogeny.

Other grammatical approaches outside the GP context have an inherent growth model which has been associated with artificial embryogeny. Chapter 2.1 of [60] presents a survey of these grammatical approaches to artificial embryogeny. A simple one is to use L-Systems. L-Systems, or Lindenmayer Systems, express fractal-like objects using a grammar where all production symbols (non-terminals) have been rewritten visibly on systems. In this case, the development is implied in artificial embryogeny.

Note that although grammatical evolution is an indirect encoding approach, it is not performing embryogeny per se, as the generated individuals do not necessarily continue to develop after the phenotype is expressed. One could imagine a grammar to express self-modifying programs (for instance, a grammar that encodes for the stack-based linear programs in [59, 58]) such that grammatical evolution then becomes part of the full cycle of evolution, gene expression, development and adaptation. However this is orthogonal to the developmental process implied in artificial embryogeny.

Other grammatical approaches outside the GP context have an inherent growth model which has been associated with artificial embryogeny. Chapter 2.1 of [60] presents a survey of these grammatical approaches to artificial embryogeny. A simple one is to use L-Systems. L-Systems, or Lindenmayer Systems, express fractal-like objects using a grammar where all production rules may or may not contain parameters that determine how the structure will grow. Why is this form of grammar closer to embryogeny than grammatical evolution? Since L-Systems encode structures as opposed to executable programs, any intermediate step in the expansion of an L-System is a valid structure (thus a valid individual in growth process), while in grammatical evolution the first valid program that can be executed is one in which all production symbols (non-terminals) have been rewritten into terminal ones. On the other hand, L-Systems have not been designed with evolution in mind, although they have been later used for this purpose.

The impact of embryogenies in an optimization process is still not fully understood. Some studies [11] have reported a clear advantage of an indirect encoding over a direct one such as tree-based GP. On the other hand, further experiments [30] report that the indirect approach actually takes much longer to run, and show cases where tree-based GP outperforms the indirect approach and vice-versa. The fact that a developmental phase can slow down evolution has been later confirmed and extensively analyzed by [66].

What remains consistent across different experiments is that in general, indirect encodings perform best when the problem is complex. There is therefore a trade-off between the computational resources needed for performing embryogeny and the complexity of the problem to be tackled, which needs to be carefully accounted for, especially in the presence of resource-constrained devices.

Artificial embryogenies may encompass both an ontogenetic as well as a phylogenetic aspect: as such, they lie in the PO-plane.

5. EC AND EMBRYOLOGY: COMMON SYNERGIES

While Evolutionary Computation and Embryology-based approaches pertain both —broadly speaking—to the same research area, and while there is a considerable overlap in the research communities involved (with the notable exception of embryonic), there are many synergies which have not been exploited so far. A thorough understanding of all the combinations possible on the PO-Plane is still missing.

Such combination could complement genetic-based EC techniques by providing a different level of system dynamics. While, indeed, one of the advantages of artificial embryogenies is related to the possibility of encoding complex behaviours in a parsimonious way (thus tackling the scalability problems encountered by standard GA/GP techniques), it seems to us that another advantage would be the possibility of having a much faster system dynamics, obtained through a fast growth process. Further, embryology-inspired approaches can sustain interactions with the environment in a natural way (embedding a self-repair mechanism in most cases, and a form of adaptation in some cases), therefore complementing the natural selection process at the heart of EC techniques.

5.1 Evo-Devo Computation

In analogy to Evolutionary Developmental Biology (Evo-Devo), we refer to Evolutionary Developmental Computation as the emerging area of Artificial Embryology combined with Evolutionary Computation and Embiotics. It consists of the following elements:

- **genotype encoding**: an alphabet \( A \) of \( B \) symbols, and a structure (typically linear, i.e. string of symbols from \( A \), but can also be a multiset, such as compositional genomes [50]); e.g. DNA: \( A = \{A, C, T, G\} \), \( B = 4 \).

The genome of an individual may be composed of several genes that can be expressed independently.

- **genotype-phenotype mapping = genetic code**: a translation table that gives the corresponding phenotype unit for each codeword (codon) in the genetic code.

  - **code length** \( (L) \): length of each codeword, in number of atoms of the alphabet (e.g. in DNA, one codon has \( L = 3 \) nucleotides)
  - **code size** \( (S) \): maximum number of different phenotype units (e.g. amino acids) that can be encoded with a code of length \( L \):

    \[ S = B^L, \quad \text{e.g. } S = 4^4 = 64 \text{ in the case of codon-aminoacid code} \]
Several types of mapping are possible:

- 1-to-1 mapping: there is a one-to-one correspondence between each codeword and each distinct phenotype unit; this simple mapping is also known as direct encoding, and is typically associated to a non-developmental approach.
- n-to-1 mapping = redundant: several codewords may map to the same phenotype unit (e.g. several codons map to the same amino-acid)
- 1-to-n mapping = ambiguous, non-deterministic: one codeword may map to multiple phenotypes, in which case one of them is chosen at random. (e.g. Chemical Genetic Programming [44])
- n-to-n mapping: combining n-to-1 and 1-to-n: this is a more rare and complicated one. We believe that the coevolution of translation tables in Chemical GP [44] may fall within this category.

The mappings other than 1-to-1 are collectively referred to as indirect encoding (see Section 3.6). Indirect encodings typically lead to non-linear genotype-phenotype mappings [4], since there is a non-linear relationship between the complexity of the genotype and that of the corresponding phenotype; for instance, a small change in the genotype length might lead to a multiple-fold increase in phenotype complexity.

- **gene expression**: the process of translating a genotype into a phenotype, possibly involving a regulation process.
- **regulation**: feedback process that expresses some genes in the genotype more intensely than others, according to some influence from the environment on some of the generated phenotypes (transcription factors), which then cause the expression activity of certain genes to be activated or inhibited.
- **differentiation**: this is applicable in multicellular settings where multiple cells (e.g. in a grid or cellular automaton) have the same genotype, which is expressed into different phenotypes in response to signals (e.g. concentrations of certain chemicals) present in the environment surrounding the cells.

A differentiation process requires some form of feedback from the environment in order to activate or inhibit certain genes; thus differentiation requires regulation.

- **growth**: the process by which the phenotype continues the developmental process and “grows” into a bigger and more complex structure than originally encoded in the genotype. For instance, a multicellular structure may grow more cells by replication.
- **morphogenesis**: the process by which a multicellular phenotype acquires a given target shape driven by morphogens. Morphogens are chemicals that control cell differentiation and growth.

The regulation of gene expression may lead to potentially large Genetic Regulatory Networks (GRNs), in which the product of a gene may activate or inhibit the expression of other genes, which themselves might regulate other genes, and so on. The potential of GRNs for artificial evolution is only now starting to be understood, as several artificial GRN approaches to genetic and developmental systems are proposed [12, 7, 31].

A phenotype can also grow by self-assembly [25]. In this case, the genotype contains a set of building blocks which bind to each other with a certain affinity. Those building blocks that fit well together are then repeatedly reused to build the solution pattern.

Independent studies report emergent self-repair in developmental systems [2, 21, 49]: upon damage in large areas, the phenotype is able to regrow to its functional shape, even in the absence of explicit selection towards self-repair. Others explicitly select for self-repair [26]. Both emergent and explicit self-repair are interesting properties for autonomic systems which needs to be further explored.

6. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS: EMBRYONIC SOFTWARE

In this section, we aim at pointing out one possible application of the surveyed techniques to the design of autonomic computing/communication systems. Such novel concept, which we call EmbryoWare (Embryonic Software), focuses on the application of tools and techniques developed in embryonics (hence for hardware applications) to distributed software and service systems. The goal is, as in embryonics, to provide extreme fault tolerance and reconfiguration capabilities, but in this case to software systems.

Let us consider a distributed service, i.e., a service whose outcome comes from the interaction of different components running on different machines. Distributed services are prone to errors related to the possible faults of one (or more) of the machines where the components reside and run. This is particularly important in open uncontrolled environments, where the resources used for providing the service do not reside on dedicated servers but are the spare resources possibly present in user’s desktop or even mobile devices. (Example of such scenarios are the SETI@Home initiative [52] and, to a given extent, PlanetLab [45].) In this context, there is a clear need to employ mechanisms ensuring system’s ability to detect faults and recover automatically. It is not enough to rely purely on classical fault tolerance techniques, where failure modes must be pre-engineered into the system. Neither can we rely exclusively on evolutionary mechanisms for recovery purposes, as they tend to be slow and unreliable, requiring a resilience mechanism of their own. Clearly, embryoneics provides a middle ground in which diversity can be exploited for quick repair and re-adaptation, without changing the underlying (potentially evolvable) genotype.

Such approach would involve the construction of artificial (in our case: software) stem cells, in the form of (concise) representation of the complete service process to be performed. In biological terms, the stem cell should contain the whole genome. Such artificial stem cells shall be spread in the network, where they shall differentiate (for example following a reaction-diffusion pattern) into the various components needed for performing the service. Adequate signalling mechanisms shall be provisioned, so that cells could exchange information about the state of their neighbours. Upon detection of a fault in a neighbouring cell, they could re-enter the embryo state, for differentiating again into the
required functionalities, expressing the necessary genes. A basic architecture of a cell in EmbryoWare is depicted in Fig. 2.

This mechanism can be complemented with some form of distributed monitoring for ensuring the expression of the correct functionalities by each single cell. This can be done by implementing some form of “monitoring agents”, whose functioning can be based on Artificial Immune Systems theory [14].

From a research perspective, the most challenging issue seems to be the development of an adequate representation for distributed software/service systems, which is at the same time concise and expressive. Conciseness is important in order to encode highly complex services in short genotypes that can be easily disseminated over several nodes for distributed evolution. Expressiveness is important to maintain all the semantics necessary to express the whole service functionalities.

In order to provide insight into the functioning of an EmbryoWare–like system, we consider an example analogous to the BioWatch [61] developed by researchers at EPFL active in embryonics. The problem can be stated as follows: given a linear disposition of machines, each one equipped with a screen, find the “best” way to display the current time (as \( \text{hh:mm:ss} \)). Five basic components are necessary to build such system in software using the EmbryoWare concept:

1. A separator;
2. A system call to the ‘second’ field of the current time;
3. A system call to the ‘minute’ field of the current time;
4. A system call to the ‘hour’ field of the current time;
5. A system call to the current time (expressed as \( \text{hh:mm:ss} \)).

Each of these components is mapped to a cell state, using, e.g., integers in the range \([1; 5]\). State \(-1\) will be used to identify faulty cells (i.e., cells which cannot perform any operations). An additional state, 0 is added to denote a cell that is not performing any task. All cells are assumed to be in state 0 at system bootstrap. Differently from embryonics, we assume that faulty cells cannot simply be bypassed in software; we believe it is indeed more realistic to assume that they represent “barriers” separating groups of active cells. This is because a malfunctioning piece of software must not be trusted to perform any useful functionality, not even relaying signals to a nearby neighbour. The sensing agent periodically queries nearby cells (on the left and right) to check their state (\( \text{leftState} \) and \( \text{rightState} \) respectively). The genome contains a table mapping the triplet \( \langle \text{currentState}, \text{leftState}, \text{rightState} \rangle \) to the new state, \( \text{nextState} \). A routine is periodically run by the differentiation agent to decide on the next state. The genome needs to be engineered in such a way to let the running system (phenotype) present the following behaviour:

1. if three cells in a row are active and available, display the hours on the first one, the minutes on the second one and the seconds on the third one, then add a separator;
2. if two cells in a row are active and available, display \( \text{hh:mm:ss} \) on both of them;
3. if one cell in a row is active and available, display \( \text{hh:mm:ss} \).

The problems are related to the fact that cells have visibility of the state of their neighbours only, so that they do not know directly the state of a cell two hops away. This has to be inferred by implementing a (simple) self-organization process, which triggers reactions between nearby cells. A possible representation of the genome for the EmbryoWare–based BioWatch is given in Table 1. The symbol ‘\#’ is used to indicate the lack of dependency on the value of a given parameter. The symbol ‘!x’ is used to indicate a value different from \( x \). Such set of rules ensures that the desired behaviour is attained. If a cell fails, the system reacts in such a way to ensure that, after a few steps, the desired behaviour is restored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>currentState</th>
<th>leftState</th>
<th>rightState</th>
<th>nextState</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,2,4,5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Possible genome representation of an EmbryoWare–based BioWatch.
Deriving the genome, even for a simple application like the one we are considering, is a non-trivial task. This relates to the fact that the behaviour depends on the state of cells that are more than one-hop away, i.e., out of the sensing range. Hence, a careful design is necessary to devise reaction-diffusion patterns able to attain the desired behaviour. This contrasts sharply with the approach (based on Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams [1]) that can be used to design genomes in embryonics [35]. Such approach is not suitable to our framework due to the fact that we do not consider the possibility of shortcircuiting faulty cells, but, rather, they constitute borders blocking the propagation of signals. The definition of a framework for automating the programming of genomes for EmbryoWare-like systems, given a high-level definition of the desired system behaviour, is currently an open research challenge.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a survey of existing approaches in Evolutionary Computation and Embryology-inspired techniques and discussed their applicability for building autonomic computing systems. While these techniques have been proven useful in a variety of problems, we are still far from the application of such techniques for creating and evolving software in an online and dynamic way, which is at the very hearth of autonomic computing systems.

There are indeed issues of fundamental nature to be addressed before moving to the application of such techniques to autonomic and distributed computing/communication systems. In particular, such fundamental issues include:

- **Complexity**: there is a clear need to envisage approaches able to solve problems of considerable complexity. This is especially relevant to research in EC, where many approaches are known to suffer (in terms, e.g., of convergence time, computing/memory requirements etc.) when facing complex problems as those commonly found in autonomic computing and communication systems.

- **On-Line**: we need to envisage approaches for solving problems in an on-line fashion. This means that the intermediate solutions achieved during evolutionary/developmental processes need to be valid ones, i.e., able to ensure a minimum set of functionalities without disrupting the system’s operations.

- **Distributed**: as many current applications are built around distributed software systems, we need to detail mechanisms for distributed, cooperative evolution/development. In such a view, components running on different machines and performing different tasks should change in a coordinated way, ensuring an improvement of the global system operations.

Notwithstanding such challenges, there is a considerable body of works in the area that can provide insight into the design of novel, bio-inspired techniques. The aim is to overcome conventional static solutions by enriching them with the possibility of evolving new configurations in an unsupervised manner. This shall provide additional degrees of flexibility, robustness, and resilience to the system as a whole.

At the same time, Computational Evolution and the forthcoming second generation of bio-inspired systems [8, 65] (which are looking more closely into biology than EC in order to draw inspiration from accurate biological models) bring with them the promises of moving one step further in the creation of suitable computational models for self-creating and self-improving software. While this may take long to come, it is our belief that the area of bio-inspired solutions to autonomic computing represents the most promising and viable approach to address such problems.
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